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"Come with me." 

 

"..." Xia Xiyan frowned. In fact, she didn't want to go, but the car didn't stop at all. She watched the 

speed of the car getting faster and faster, and she always went to the hospital at a high speed. 

 

I don't know where Shen Qi'er is. 

 

Let young master Lu miss so much. 

 

From a long time ago, she was so worried about... This woman, on the surface, looks like a little white 

rabbit, harmless, but on the back, the means are very good. 

 

She hates affectation. 

 

Xia Xiyan walks into the ward with him without saying a word. Shen Qier's agent takes a look at her, and 

then tells Lu Shimian, "the person who plays Qier is the one who seals the house." 

 

Seal your home. 

 

Feng Yan? 

 

The man's slender legs into the hospital, now Shen Qi'er has woken up, face swelling has not gone 

down, now looks like a sick beauty. 

 

The man's handsome face was a bit sinister, "why did Feng Yan beat you?" 

 

Shen Qi'er felt a little uneasy after a pause. "Shi Mian, you know I like Feng Yan, but he doesn't seem to 

like me very much, so..." 

 

"So you were beaten?" The man looked at her coldly. 

 

Xia Xiyan is standing there, her eyes are a little indifferent. Now she is watching Shen Qi'er chattering 

there. She has seen master Feng's character. 

 

Nature is not as unbearable as Shen Qi'er said. 

 

Beat women. 

 

"I can't see that Miss Shen still cares so much about her married husband. At such a stage, she still 

doesn't know how to repent. No wonder she will be slapped. If it was put in ancient times, being a junior 

would have to be immersed in a pig cage. However, with your posture, it seems that you want to be a 



junior, and no one else has given you a chance." 

 

Shen Qi'er was stunned, and then looked at Xia Xiyan standing at the door. 

 

Why is she here? 

 

"Xiyan, are you... Are you back?" 

 

Shen Qi Er's face showed some guilt, "you disappeared that day, I looked for a long time, but also guilty 

for a long time, where have you been?" 

 

"You don't know where I went? Don't you want me to die there and never come back? " 

 

The man's handsome face showed indifference and looked at the woman at that end. Now Shen Qi'er 

quickly said, "Xiyan, you misunderstood that those people were premeditated, and I was almost 

captured by them. If it wasn't for the time, I would be almost..." 

 

Xia Xiyan looked at the woman's crying. She was upset. Her eyes looked at her calmly. "Miss Shen, 

President Lu came to see you, but he didn't come to see you crying." 

 

More words, she did not say, turned and walked out. 

 

She didn't catch Shen Qi Er, but it doesn't mean she doesn't know. 

 

When she passed out in a coma, she heard Shen Qi'er tell the trafficker that if she wants to sell her far 

away... It's better to sell her to the mountains and forests, and she can't escape in her life 

 

However, in this play, she looks like a vicious matchmaker. After all, the poor woman lying in the 

hospital bed is not her. 

 

Men always have sympathy for poor women, especially the one in the room, but Master Lu is on the top 

of his heart. 

 

However, I didn't expect master Feng to be so different. 

 

It seems that I really have the right person. 

 

At least, she and Xiao Wan, one person is happy. 

 

Just sat down on the sofa in the corridor, the mobile phone vibrated, Xia Xiyan stretched out the mobile 

phone, looked at the strange number above, picked up. 

 

"Hello?" 

 



"Is that Miss Xia? This is the orphanage. " 

 

Hung up the phone, Xia Xiyan looked at the closed door, put things on the ground, did not say a word, 

then left. 

 

ten minutes later. 

 

Lu Shimian walked out of the ward. 

 

Looking at the things on the ground, frowned, lips tightly pursed, do not know what to think. 

 

The agent came slowly, "Mr. Lu, are you going to leave?" 

 

"And she?" 

 

It's self-evident who she is. 

 

"The young lady answered the phone just now. It seems that there is something urgent and she left in a 

hurry." 

 

"Nothing?" 

 

"Not a word." 

 

For a long time, the agent thought he was going to leave, but listened to him say, "I've always been 

protecting my weaknesses. If you don't touch something, don't touch it. Otherwise, I don't know what I 

will do." 

 

The agent looked at the man at the other end and stood still. 

 

Does Lu Shimian know something? 

 

At that time, Xia Xiyan was sold to a trafficker. She helped to contact the trafficker... She was an 

accomplice. 

 

…… 

 

So, she told Shen Qi'er that they were grasshoppers on a boat. 

 

After dinner, Aunt Li had already moved for her. Su Xiaowan thought that Shen Qier had lived in that 

place, and she was extremely resistant. 

 

"I don't want to sleep where she slept!" 

 



"Aunt Li, move things to my room." 

 

Su Xiaowan was stunned, looking at the letter, but listening to his teasing voice, "it's not a shame to live 

there!" 

 

"Fengyan." 

 

As soon as Aunt Li heard this, she immediately asked people to move Su Xiaowan's things down and into 

Feng Yan's bedroom, but there was no delay. 

 

She just moved into Fengyan's bedroom. 

 

Although it is not the first time to sleep together, she is still a little shy. 

 

In particular, the next series of things. 

 

She lay there, uneasy. 

 

The door of the bathroom was opened, and the man casually put a white bath towel around his waist. 

His skin has always been very white, with standard shoulder width and inverted triangle shape. 

 

Abdominal muscles are more solid, clear lines, mermaid line 

 

It's not the first time, but Su Xiaowan's face is red. 

 

She knows what it means to sleep with Feng Yan. 

 

She stirred her fingers and raised her face gently. "Feng Yan, have you ever been seen by other women 

like this?" 

 

Waist was encircled, the man took her to his arms, "is your man, won't let others look again." 

 

Moisture with a faint smell of shower gel, lingering in the tip of the nose for a long time. 

 

"You said, you are not allowed to undress in front of other women." 

 

The big hand tightly imprisons her waist, which makes her unable to move. Looking up at the man's face, 

Su Xiaowan suddenly thinks of Feng Yan's sister. That day, she just takes a glance, as if the person's back 

is very beautiful. 

 

"Feng Yan, is your sister safe now? You drove Miss Shen away, won't you be in trouble? " 

 

Her voice is light, such as cotton, whisper. 

 



I mean to care about him. 

 

"Were you still jealous? Now you're worried about me? " 

 

"Can't you answer well?" Su Xiaowan looked at her, "the strength of the Shen family is also great in 

Jiangcheng." 

 

"Su Xiaowan, don't worry about me. I'm free to arrange." The man's voice is low and deep. He is really 

serious. 

 

The hot palm fell on the back of her hand with relief. 

 

"But why does the Shen family know where your sister is?" Su Xiaowan turned to the man's face and 

said, "where is your sister now? Is it safe? " 

 

"The fiefdom is there. Don't worry." 

 

"That's good..." she thought, "but you are men in the end. Where can you take care of a woman? She is 

considerate, Feng Yan... Can I go to see her?" 

 

Low eyes, eyes lock a woman's face, there is a bit lost. 

 

"If you can't, I'll have a chance later..." the wrist was held by the man's backhand. 

 

"I'll take you to see her in a few days." He hugged her, his breath in her head, bewitching, and then for a 

moment, Su Xiaowan's head, full of this man's figure. 

 

She thought of Feng Yan's words in the daytime, "Feng Yan, when you say in the daytime, you believe in 

fate. Can I simply understand that you like me?" 
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The man looked down at the face in his arms, tangled rolling, "can think so." 

 

You think so? 

 

Do you like... Or don't you like it? 

 

I think I like it. 

 

As the heat approached, Su Xiaowan raised her head. Suddenly, the lip flap was pried open by the man's 

tongue and hooked her with the smell of helping each other. She stretched out her hand and hooked 

her neck. The man pressed her body more and more, and the soft and wet lips rushed into her mouth. 

 

She vaguely heard the voice that made people blush and heart beat. 



 

Su Xiaowan was kissing seven halo eight elements, she only felt the man's body in constant downward 

pressure, unconsciously around his neck, tight. 

 

The man held her in one hand and said, "sleep!" 

 

Su Xiaowan Weiwei raised her face, from her point of view can see the man rolling Adam's apple. 

 

The jaw line is so perfect that people can't move their eyes. 

 

She leaned over and kissed the man's Adam's apple. 

 

This action makes a man's body tense. 

 

"Do you know what you're doing“ Men don't know when to catch the desire of the eyes, the line of sight 

is deep, looking at the gasping woman in his arms. 

 

"I know. I've thought about the consequences for a long time. I think I can bear the consequences." 

 

"Is it?" 

 

Su Xiaowan nodded. 

 

Men love women. Although she doesn't understand, she likes him. 

 

All of a sudden, the mobile phone in my pocket rang and vibrated. 

 

"Take it." 

 

The man got up from her and went to the balcony. 

 

The night is as quiet as water. 

 

Su Xiaowan looked at the man's back, separated by a little distance, can feel the man's broad back. 

 

In the moonlight, she looked at the man. 

 

Suddenly I feel pain in my lower abdomen. 

 

She got up and saw the bright red on the sheet. 

 

His back was tightly pressed by the man, and he felt the man's blazing chest, and then the man's lips 

came down, "don't... Feng Yan, my great aunt is here." 

 



“……” 

 

For a long time, the man said, "go back to sleep." 

 

“……” 

 

"Remember to lock the door." 

 

She was stunned for a moment, and her face turned red. 

 

Is Feng Yan going to fight a bloody battle? 

 

That night, Su Xiaowan slept on the third floor. 

 

The maids downstairs came in a hurry with the sheets. They changed the sheets for Feng Yan and 

immediately withdrew. 

 

Everyone noticed the dissatisfaction on Feng Yan's face. 

 

Feng Yan lay down and the mobile phone on the bedside table lit up. 

 

"Girl, I said, I won't disturb you any more, but can't we even be friends?" 

 

He took a look at his cell phone. 

 

Press the password of the mobile phone, delete the message and black the number. 

 

Unexpectedly, Xia Chenyan can still find Su Xiaowan's phone! 

 

Su Xiaowan has not slept well for a long time. 

 

She had a dream. 

 

Dream of a person, still can't see the appearance, direct that person is very heavy, he seems to have 

carried this person, shuttle in the forest. 

 

He leaned against her, and the taste was very clear. 

 

The man. 

 

When she wants to see who it is, suddenly a warm palm touches his head. Su Xiaowan wakes up and 

finds Feng Yan by her side. 

 

Bumping into the man's dark eyes, I don't know when she came into her bedroom. 



 

"Stomachache“ 

 

He looked down at her. 

 

Su Xiaowan shook his head, "this time, it doesn't hurt." 

 

So, did he come to see her just now? 

 

…… 

 

Shen Qi'er looked at the photo sent by the reporter and left his mobile phone aside. 

 

In high school, girls with beautiful looks and outstanding achievements naturally made the same sex 

dislike them. Xia Xiyan entered the Lu family when she was 2 years old and was Lu Shimian's child 

daughter-in-law. 

 

Although she had no interest in Lu Shimian, she was biased against the beautiful face and the happy 

woman of Mrs. Lu, who was so exquisite and charming, as a thorn in her eye. 

 

I don't know when Lu Shimian's eyes began to notice the woman. 

 

Maybe she's really beautiful. 

 

It's dazzling. It can't make people move their eyes. 

 

The agent looked at the cell phone that was left on the ground and picked it up. "Did you quarrel with 

Master Lu?" 

 

A fight? 

 

Shen Qi Er's eyes looked at the woman, "Lu Shi Mian's heart is not here at all. What am I fighting 

about?" 

 

"Even if I want to fight, people will not like it!" 

 

"In fact... Master Lu still has something to do with you, otherwise he won't find someone to take care of 

you." 

 

Before, she also felt that the man who has been following his buttocks is his own, and will only be good 

to himself. 

 

But now 

 



People have a subtle psychological hint about what should belong to them. 

 

I think it should belong to me. 

 

She can't let Su Xiaowan take Feng Yan, nor can she let Lu Shimian be taken away by Xia Xiyan! 

 

But what can she do now? 

 

"Qi'er, your illness is due to master Lu. You are just too strong to push them away." 

 

"What am I going to do?" 

 

"You are the woman that Master Lu likes. Of course, you are preemptive. Why do you shrink back? A 

woman like her is not your opponent at all." 

 

…… 

 

The next day, Su Xiaowan was standing in the bathroom brushing her teeth. A happy figure leaned over, 

leaning against the door, holding her arms in both hands. Her handsome face was still sleepy and her 

eyes were not free. 

 

"... what are you looking at me for?" 

 

Su Xiaowan looked at her with a little froth in her mouth. She turned around and looked at her and 

brushed her teeth. 

 

"Tie a bow tie." 

 

"... don't you never fight?" 

 

"Before, there was no need to fight naturally. Now that there is, it's natural to fight!" 

 

What's the logic. 

 

Do you want to tie a bow tie when you have a wife? 

 

She took a mouthful, gargled, and walked towards the man at the other end. 

 

She looked at the bow tie for a while and raised her head, "Feng Yan, I won't." 

 

"Learn it today, and I'll check it when I come back in the evening." 

 

"... but I'm going out to look for a job today." 

 



Since she quit her job that day, Su Xiaowan regrets every day. 

 

Even if there is no love, at least to keep the career. 

 

"Regret it?" 

 

"Well, I regret that I shouldn't have been so irrational at the beginning. I'm sure I won't be like that in 

the future." 

 

"Are you going to fight with me?" 

 

"... er... No, No." 

 

"I lost my resignation letter. You can go on to work." 

 

The big round eyes twinkled, with some unbelievable, "really?" 

 

"No?" 

 

"Yes, Feng Yan, you are very kind to me." 

 

Ever since she knew that Lu Li was Feng Yan, Su Xiaowan was also making herself accept it. However, 

with such a handsome face, she had to make such a thing. However, Feng Yan's appearance was all 

peach blossom. If she became Lu Li, wouldn't she have to worry about death. 

 

It's still like this. 

 

Anyway, it's nice to see. 

 

"Feng Yan, is there something in your ear?" It seems that Su Xiaowan came to see him while brushing 

her teeth. 

 

The man pushed her forehead with a guilty heart, "wash quickly, I don't want to talk to Kitty --!" 

 

"Feng Yan --!" 

 

Turn around and look at yourself in the mirror. 

 

The mouthful of foam did not wash away. 

 

Su Xiaowan just wants to bury her face in the sink. Now she looks at her face. 

 

She has a pimple. 

 



She took her hand and pressed the blain, which she didn't have yesterday. Oh, no, the perfect image 

must have fallen in Feng Yan's heart 

 

No wonder Feng Yan just looked at her with strange eyes. 

 

When she comes to her aunt, she will definitely have acne 

 

Su Xiaowan frowned, put some aloe gel on her face, then put on a light makeup, and went out. 

 

…… 

 

Su Xiaowan did not go to work immediately, but went to Xia Xiyan, because the distance is not far, she 

did not let Cheng Weiwei follow. 

 

Xiyan called her in the morning, like there is something important to tell her, she bought breakfast, but 

looked at a suspicious person behind. 

 

The man was sneaky in his cap. 
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She quickened her pace. 

 

Take your cell phone out of your pocket and pretend to be on the phone. 

 

Has been walking to the sunset District, the man did not catch up, she looked back at the empty place, 

frowned. 

 

Next time, we have to let Weiwei follow. She hates this uncomfortable feeling. 

 

She pressed the code and opened the door. 

 

Breakfast will be arranged, Xiyan did not get up, she went to knock on Xiyan's door, "Xiyan, get up --!" 

 

But the door didn't close. Push the door in. There's no one inside. 

 

Is Xiyan not at home all night? 

 

She was just about to call to ask where she was, but she watched the door open at the other end, and 

Xiyan pushed the door, "I said, are you bored --!" 

 

When entering the door, looking at Su Xiaowan at home, he hung up his mobile phone. 

 

"Xiaowan, are you here so early?" Xia Xiyan is a little flustered when she meets Su Xiaowan here, 

because since Su Xiaowan married Feng Yan, she doesn't come here much. 



 

"Where have you been." 

 

"Just went for a morning run --!" Her eyes dodged a little, as if she didn't know how much Xiao Wan had 

heard just now. 

 

Su Xiaowan sees something wrong with her face. She has been with her for many years. She knows each 

other's thoughts with one expression. Looking at her, her face seems pale. 

 

"Xiyan, what happened to you?" 

 

"No She turned off her cell phone and put it in her pocket. "You brought me breakfast. I'm just a little 

hungry. Did you eat?" 

 

"Yes." 

 

Xia Xiyan sat there and ate a steamed bun. She couldn't taste it. She just felt sick in her stomach. After a 

few mouthfuls, she couldn't eat it. 

 

"Xiyan, what do you want me to do?" 

 

Xia Xiyan looks at her. Her complexion is better than before. Her lips are red and teeth are white. 

Before, she looks like a Wangfu stone, which is totally different. 

 

"You and he made it clear?" 

 

"Well..." Su Xiaowan nodded her head. During this period of time, she has been in low pressure, which 

makes others worried. "I'm making trouble out of nothing. That's Feng Yan's sister." 

 

"I said..." Xia Xiyan suddenly thought, "what's the relationship between you now?" 

 

She leaned over and said, "do you have that one?" 

 

Su Xiaowan is a little embarrassed. Although she and Xiyan talk about some girl's boudoir secrets, it's the 

first time. Xiyan asks her about this, which makes her think of Yiyi. Yiyi is the same. 

 

Shaking his head, "No." 

 

"Really? A man is a wolf in his thirties. Are you sure he doesn't? " 

 

She nodded, "Feng Yan, he..." 

 

Even yesterday, he didn't touch her. Later, she took the initiative to kiss him 

 



"I think master Feng is a gentleman." 

 

"He's not a gentleman." Su Xiaowan doesn't agree with this sentence very much. Except for the last 

step, he did not do less. But he didn't do the last step because he couldn't 

 

Xia Xiyan held her hand, "now how powerful medical skills are at home and abroad, this thing can be 

cured immediately, and you don't have to worry about it. It's such a small thing to seal a family and a 

great cause..." 

 

Sorry for Su Xiaowan, can we have a good chat? 

 

At this moment, suddenly, the mobile phone rings. Su Xiaowan takes out the mobile phone and sees 

that it's a strange number. She didn't want to answer it. She cuts it off and then turns in a short 

message. 

 

You may not answer the phone, but the message will definitely see the content, and it's only a glance. 

 

It's an invitation. 

 

——A charity dinner on Dunhuang road. 

 

The following name is Shen Qi'er. 

 

Because the poster is full of her mobile phone screen, so Xia Xiyan also saw, "she asked you to go there, 

should not want to retaliate?" 

 

She heard how powerful the woman was in the villa that day. Xia Xiyan hated Shen Qi'er. She should 

have hated Shen Qi'er since she was a child. She was very hypocritical. She looked the same in front of 

Lu Shimian, but different in front of herself. 

 

And Shen Qi'er, to Feng Yan 

 

She was worried about whether Xiaowan could cope with it. 

 

Su Xiaowan's brow is wrinkled into chuanzi. 

 

"I don't think so." 

 

"So many people, she can't do anything to me in full view of the public! And if I don't, she'll just keep 

bothering me. " 

 

"Or I'll go with you? One more person, one more heart. " 

 

"Xiyan, do you think I am bullied?" 



 

Xia Xiyan nodded, "like." 

 

"Don't worry, I won't be bullied this time. I'll bully her if I want to. You don't know, she has to call me 

aunt when she sees me." 

 

"Auntie?" 

 

Su Xiaowan nodded, "Feng Yan's sister once fell in love with Shen Qi'er's uncle. They have met their 

parents and had a child. According to the seniority, Shen Qi'er should call me aunt." 

 

"... Shen Qi'er is still chasing her uncle. What a strong taste?" 

 

"Well, I think so too. Even my own uncle can talk. What's the best place for Feng Yan?" 

 

"He's not good. Can you follow him all the time?" 

 

"I did it because... I had to." 

 

"Don't lie to me. You like him and you can see through it at a glance." 

 

Su Xiaowan's face was a little red. He was seen through his mind and lowered his head. "In fact, Feng 

Yan is very good." 

 

Su Xiaowan's black eyes fell on Xiyan, looking at the neck covered by the collar, "Xiyan, have you been 

bitten by mosquitoes in your neck? Why is it so red? " 

 

Xia Xiyan thought about what the man had done in the car just now, his face turned red. 

 

"What are you blushing for?" 

 

"It's too stuffy in the room. I'll open a window!" Xia Xiyan blushed and ran to her. 

 

Su Xiaowan always feels strange. Until she goes downstairs, Cheng Weiwei comes to pick her up and 

gets on the bus. Their cars just pass by residential buildings. 

 

And that independent luxury car, so stable stop there, in the driver's seat, seems to be a person, but 

can't see clearly. 

 

Looking at the luxury cars near the community, when are there such luxury cars in this community? 

 

After su Xiaowan left, the man left his cell phone aside and got out of the car. 

 

Ding Dong. 



 

Xia Xiyan is cleaning up the mess. She thinks Su Xiaowan has forgotten something. She immediately runs 

to open the door with a smiling face. As soon as she opens the door, she sees the man standing there, 

and her face changes. 

 

"What's your temper?" 

 

“……” 

 

In front of my eyes, the white cheek seemed to be coated with a layer of water rouge, red and gorgeous, 

and the ink could not describe the beauty. 

 

"Where are you going?" 

 

"Go to school!" 

 

"What school? It's not three years since you graduated! " 

 

Xia Xiyan is studying abroad. Lu's daughter-in-law eats and wears better than most people. So does 

nature school. 

 

She graduated from the same school as Lu Shimian. 

 

It's just that she's one year behind him. 

 

"Master Lu, you are not in a hurry to find a job, but I am different. I have to support myself. I have to 

find a job!" 

 

"Speak well." 

 

"I don't know what the graduation photos of pheasant university are. The boss even said they were fake. 

What can I do? I can only apply for on-the-job graduate education. Fortunately, I've followed Xiaowan in 

recent years and saved some money. Otherwise, I'll really have to wait for a drink!" 

 

"... my wife, Lu Shimian, still needs to be supported by an outsider! You won't ask me if you don't have 

money? " 

 

"... Master Lu doesn't seem to understand. We're getting divorced!" 

 

"Xia Xiyan, I don't want to hear these three words in your mouth! Otherwise, I'll make you cry! " 

 

"... Lu Shimian, you are just a jerk." Xia Xiyan looked at the man, and immediately didn't want to stay in 

the same space with him, "get out of the way, I'm going to school." 

 



"I'll take you." 

 

The man's eye ground is astringent a touch of radian, "you don't want to go also don't matter, do you 

want to continue to do something last night?" 

 

“……” 

 

Xia Xiyan really wanted to put her fist out to beat people, and she glared at him in shame, "Lu Shimian, 

can you stop thinking about these things! Sperm on the brain easy to die early 

 

Thinking of last night's tumult in her mind, she suddenly felt thirsty. 

 

For fear of any indecent words coming out of his mouth, she opened the door, took the bag, pushed him 

out, locked the door and went downstairs. 

 

The man ran after him. 

 

The morning sun is not too strong. 

 

Blowing in the body is still comfortable, Xia Xiyan a long time ago called a net about the car, the car has 

been waiting downstairs, she went directly in. 

 

Running to college. 

 

In service graduate students, in addition to weekend classes, the rest of the time belongs to themselves. 

 

"Miss, the car behind you has been chasing you all the time. Did you quarrel with your boyfriend? I think 

he should let go of his anger when he chases you like this. When a man thinks about you, don't do too 

much..." 

 

The driver was a woman, almost thirty years old, with many traces of vulgar and cool tense on her face. 

 

Too much? 

 

"He's not my boyfriend." 

 

What else did the woman want to say? Looking at her heartless face, she finally chose to shut up. If she 

gave a bad comment, she didn't have to do it. 

 

The car soon arrived at Jiangcheng University. 

 

Xia Xiyan paid the money. When she came out, Lu Shimian was waiting for her viciously. Her eyes 

seemed to have the smell of a resentful wife. 

 



As if she were Chen Shimei. 

 

"Xia Xiyan, do you know that taxis are prone to accidents recently, and you dare to take them!" 

 

"... unlike Master Lu, I have several cars on wheels. My car is broken. Don't I take a taxi? Can I come 

here?" Xia Xiyan takes a look at Lu Shimian. 

 

She has two legs. Naturally, she can't catch up with the four wheels. In addition, she can't squeeze into 

the subway at the rush hour. 

 

What can she do. 

 

Naturally, she knew the danger, so she always asked the woman driver when she asked for a car, just to 

avoid such a thing. 

 

If you don't leave any snacks when you go out, you may encounter something a few years ago. There 

was Xiaowan at that time. What about next time? 

 

She dare not think. 

 

I don't want to think about it. 

 

Because it's too much to make her feel uncomfortable and depressed. 

 

"Xia Xiyan, if you talk back again, I'll make you cry at night!" 
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"... psycho!" 

 

All of a sudden, the wrist was grabbed, and the man's lip was blocked up. 

 

Deep kisses, lips and tongue. 

 

Sitting in the car, Su Xiaowan looks at the news flashed on her mobile phone. Jiangcheng University 

suddenly proposes to marry her, and the man and woman kiss each other 

 

She points in and looks at the picture, only to see a Lu Shimian holding a woman, is kissing. 

 

Doesn't master Lu have a wife? This... Also openly derails, does the wife ignore him? 

 

Or do you play separately? 

 

It's said that it's like a rich family. If it's put on Su Xiaowan, he'll be furious. He's wearing a green hat all 

the time. 



 

"Cheng Weiwei, what's the relationship between Lu Shimian and Feng Yan?" 

 

"Young Master Lu and young master met when they were in University. They have a good relationship." 

 

It's a good relationship, but it can't be broken by him. 

 

She had to warn Feng Yan. 

 

I made a call. 

 

As a result, the line is busy. 

 

"Please don't hang up, the number you dialed is on the line..." 

 

On the other side. 

 

The man frowned and listened to the woman's voice. 

 

On the phone? 

 

He turned to dial Cheng Weiwei's, Cheng Weiwei received a call from the young master, shocked, 

"young master?" 

 

"Give Su Xiaowan the phone." 

 

"Young granny, young master is looking for you --!" Su Xiaowan is struggling with whether to make 

another call. Unexpectedly, a phone call comes from that end. 

 

Su Xiaowan's heart trembled slightly, took his mobile phone and said, "Hello, Feng Yan." 

 

The sweet voice immediately reminded him of what she said at that time. 

 

My mind faltered. 

 

Does she really have no impression of herself? 

 

Inexplicably, my heart is a little blocked. 

 

"Who are you calling?" 

 

Su Xiaowan smiles at the corner of her mouth. She never leaves. Suddenly she thinks of something. She 

can't get through to Feng Yan's phone, and Feng Yan can't get through to his own. 

 



"You didn't call me just now, did you?" 

 

Before he could answer, Su Xiaowan said, "Feng Yan, do you miss me? In fact, I don't have to be 

embarrassed if you think so. " 

 

"... Su Xiaowan, you are thinking of me." 

 

Su Xiaowan vomits his tongue, a tough man. 

 

"Did you stick out your tongue?" 

 

Su Xiaowan's face was caught. She looked at the corners of the car and said, "are you installing 

surveillance in the car?" 

 

"Su Xiaowan, don't tempt me?" 

 

"... Feng Yan, what are you thinking about! When did I tempt you Her face was a little red. She felt that 

she had changed the topic and thought of her purpose of calling, "Feng Yan, did you watch the news?" 

 

"What news?" 

 

"Feng Yan, in fact, I know what happened between you and your brother. I shouldn't say anything, but I 

think Master Lu's character is not good. Don't drink with him in the future. I'm afraid you'll be corrupted 

by him!" 

 

"... he's crazy about you?" 

 

How can this sound so familiar? 

 

"That's not true. It's young master Lu who kisses female college students at the gate of the University! 

Now it's been photographed, and many people are spreading it on the Internet. However, young master 

Lu is still very handsome and on camera. No wonder so many girls haven't escaped from him.... " 

 

"Don't you like handsome?" 

 

"I'm not afraid of you... Cough, Feng Yan. I don't like the handsome. The too handsome has no sense of 

security. It's good for you. Look at Lu Shimian. Although he is good-looking, he can hook up three and 

four outside. If you are too handsome, I don't trust that you are alone outside, like the little fresh meat 

in those TV dramas. I can't sleep at night, So, Feng Yan, you still have this sense of security. " 

 

That sounds strange. 

 

Su Xiaowan was afraid that Feng Yan would think too much, so she added another sentence. 

 



"But Feng Yan, you are also handsome when you take off your clothes." 

 

"Like to watch men undress? How many have you seen? " 

 

Su Xiaowan really admired Feng Yan's brain circuit. She hesitated, "do you want to hear the truth or the 

lie?" 

 

"... in fact, when I was in military training before, I saw a few of them, maybe ten of them, but I have 

identified them. Feng Yan, your muscles are much stronger than those of those little kids." 

 

She still remembers that every night when she went to bed with Feng Yan in her arms, not to mention 

how safe it was. 

 

"I've seen a lot of men." 

 

Ten! 

 

"Feng Yan, I didn't look at other people's carefully, and my mind is very pure. They are naked in front of 

me. I just glanced at them and didn't look at them carefully." 

 

"So you look at me carefully?" 

 

"Feng Yan, can't you be more serious?" 

 

"I am not serious, or you are not serious, like to peek at men naked." 

 

Su Xiaowan is similar to the sex demon! 

 

"That's the dress you took off in front of me. I..." she didn't want to see it. 

 

At this time, Feng Yan's mobile phone rang, "you are not allowed to see other people's in the future, you 

can only see mine if you want to see it. If you are not obedient, you will be deducted!" 

 

Yogurt is Su Xiaowan's lifeblood. 

 

"Well, well, I won't listen to you if I don't look at others." 

 

"There's something wrong with me. I'll report to the company earlier." 

 

"Well, Feng Yan, hurry up." 

 

Hang up, a few seconds. 

 

The phone vibrates. 



 

Su Xiaowan turns on the SMS. 

 

Don't forget one of the things I told you. 

 

Don't look at other men, not for a second 

 

That's not true. 

 

Can't she have a man around her? 

 

Overbearing and unreasonable. 

 

Su Xiaowan's eyes turned and sent a text message on her mobile phone. 

 

Feng Yan, where can I see others? I only have you in my eyes. 

 

Click send. 

 

As a result, she didn't wait for Feng Yan's reply. She leaned over there, "Wei Wei, do you follow me so 

much that I don't go to work 

 

"The young master gave enough." 

 

"It's nice to be like you. I have to open the back door to get a job." 

 

She just said, suddenly the mobile phone rang, originally thought it was Feng Yan, but found that the 

number... Xia Chenyan. 

 

The phone was chattering. 

 

"Why didn't the young granny answer?" 

 

"Wei Wei, why don't you take it for me? He's too tired. I was taught by Feng Yan just now. I don't want 

to annoy him!" 

 

Cheng Weiwei looked at the phone, "why don't you turn it off?" 

 

"But if he keeps calling, it's not a problem!" 

 

"I'll do it." 

 

Su Xiaowan gets out of the car and gives her mobile phone to Cheng Weiwei. She doesn't know what 

Cheng Weiwei said, because she has been in the manager's office. 



 

"... President Lu has already taken care of it. During this period, I told them that you took annual leave." 

 

"Thank you." Su Xiaowan made a bow. 

 

This scared the manager, so he had to kneel down and kowtow to him. "You don't have to. I really have 

nothing to do with Lu upstairs." 

 

Although the manager wanted to flatter him, he was not appreciated at all. 

 

"By the way, Xiaowan, the design householder has agreed. He thinks it's very good. This time, you are a 

great hero and have given us tens of millions of orders. Therefore, after the resolution of the board of 

directors, the company decided to increase your salary." 

 

Pay rise 

 

Su Xiaowan thinks that money comes from heaven. 

 

But on second thought, it's all from Feng Yan's pocket... But I don't know how much salary Feng Yan 

should pay for such a big company. 

 

"You think you can just hide?" 

Chapter 245 

"Conscience is uneasy, you know?" 

 

"You bitch!" 

 

…… 

 

"You're dead, everything's clean!" 

 

All of a sudden, the cell phone on the desk just vibrates. 

 

Harassing information, into her SMS box. 

 

Su Xiaowan coagulates her eyebrows. Who is this? Has she offended anyone recently? 

 

Thinking of the man in front of the breakfast shop, Su Xiaowan was stunned. 

 

Should we tell Feng Yan? 

 

But this person, is it wrong? 

 



Something's wrong. 

 

She was thinking, and suddenly a voice came. 

 

"Xiao Wan, I heard you got a raise today?" All of a sudden, Cheng Weiwei came to her and asked her, in 

the company, Cheng Weiwei has a lot of vision, and she is their supervisor, so she has been called 

Xiaowan. 

 

Su Xiaowan put the mobile phone aside and raised her hand. She said, "I'll invite you to dinner later and 

use my own money." 

 

It's just the pay day. 

 

It costs more than 10000 yuan. 

 

"Ah, do you want a roadside stall?" Feng Yi has said that the young lady takes the young master to eat at 

the roadside stall, but Cheng Weiwei doesn't laugh to death. 

 

"... how! I'm not stingy. " 

 

Nowadays, bodyguards have a high vision and are hard to satisfy. It's hard to earn money. 

 

"But we'll go to dinner later. We'll have all kinds of delicious food. You can have an empty stomach." 

 

"Dinner? The young master didn't say that! " 

 

"He wasn't invited, of course not." 

 

"But the young master wants you to accompany him to finish dinner at 6 o'clock. Is it time?" 

 

"Of course it's time. I'm just going to show my face. Wei Wei, do you want me to go home and change 

my clothes later?" 

 

"It's a nice dress." 

 

"I think so, too." 

 

Shen Qi'er sent an invitation card at one o'clock and sent it to the local express. Su Xiaowan opened the 

envelope and frowned at the invitation card. 

 

Because of autumn, she got off at half past four. She took Cheng Weiwei's car and told her the place of 

the dinner. 

 

"I haven't been called aunt since I was so old!" Su Xiaowan leaned in the back seat and suddenly said. 



 

"Young granny, you are still young." Others want to pretend to be tender, but her young grandmother is 

different. 

 

Think of your aunt? 

 

But the young master has no nephew or niece. I'm afraid that wish will be lost. 

 

Two people arrived at the banquet hall. It was already 4:50. 

 

She took the invitation, "an invitation can only be entered by one person. If you have an invitation, you 

can go in!" 

 

"I guessed that she would use it. Here, isn't there another one?" 

 

The security guard read the invitation in her hand and let her in. 

 

"Young granny, is that a fake one just now? What have you been drawing this afternoon? Isn't that the 

card 

 

"Well, it's just that the cardboard in the company is a little broken. This one of hers has UV technology! 

Fortunately, there were a lot of guests just now, so we just muddled through. " 

 

"Little grandma, this charity dinner... Is not Shen..." Cheng Weiwei suddenly saw the poster at that end. 

In this circle, she knows more or less things. 

 

On the surface, the Shen family seems to be a powerful family, but for so many years, because Shen 

Nanshan likes women, in fact, people in the family have already had opinions about Shen Nanshan. 

 

So the Shen family, through a lot of charity dinner, charity activities, to enhance visibility. 

 

The Shen family, the Shen couple and Shen Qi'er are not easy to provoke. 

 

This young lady came here alone, didn't she want to be bullied? 

 

"That's right." 

 

"She must have a grudge against you when she was driven out last time. Maybe she designed many 

traps for you in this place. This is her territory. Why don't we go back?" As an outsider, Cheng Weiwei 

can see through at a glance. 

 

Su Xiaowan wanted to say something, but a sharp woman's voice came. 

 

"You're here!" Now there was a sound behind him. 



 

The voice made her very familiar. She turned around gracefully holding the wine glass and showed a 

smile of eight teeth. "Miss Shen, you invited me, of course I will come." 

 

"You have a lot of guts!" 

 

"I'm flattered." 

 

Shen Qi'er looks at her dress, which is very rustic. 

 

Even there was no formal dress for the dinner party. It was obvious that there was no grade in this 

place. Because Shen Qi'er came, the rich ladies and the official ladies came together. 

 

It's a charity dinner. 

 

It's charity, but it's just that rich people compare their identities in secret. Su Xiaowan is not interested 

in these. She doesn't mind much about identity. 

 

Perhaps, if Feng Yan is not such a big man, she will feel more comfortable. 

 

However, Feng Yan is not a hypocrite like them. He is different from those rich people. 

 

Su Xiaowan is sweet at the thought of Feng Yan. 

 

Feng Yan likes her, too. 

 

Love is two-way, unilateral like, will let a person lost, but two-way like, will make people feel happy. 

 

"Kiel, who is this? Why haven't I seen it?" A woman standing in front of Shen Qi'er looked at the person 

who came in. She knew the celebrities in the circle, but she had never seen the woman before. 

 

Shen Qi'er smiles at her, "I forgot to introduce myself to you." She turned around and pulled Su Xiaowan 

at the other end. "Miss Su, do you think I'm introducing you to Su Xiaowan or Su Qiqi?" 

 

Su Xiaowan came back, her eyes were stunned. Originally, she was asked to come here to embarrass 

her. Her hand strength was very strong, which made Su Xiaowan frown. 

 

When she was released, Su Xiaowan also saw the red mark on the back of her hand. Shen Qi'er heard 

that she had been beaten and had a hot search last time. She had been lying in the hospital for several 

days, but she didn't know that it was the kind-hearted person who helped her get rid of the bad breath. 

 

But now, she didn't want Shen Qi'er to be so proud. She came here to take revenge. 

 

She looked at her, "Hello everyone, I'm her aunt --!" 



 

"Jill, is she your aunt?" 

 

"When did you have one more aunt? This girl is younger than you --!" 

 

"The clothes on her body seem to be limited in the world, the design works of famous designer Yu?" 

 

"Really, this dress is so ordinary, isn't it? I heard that Yu doesn't design clothes for ordinary people. " 

 

"Jill, is she really your aunt?" If you want to talk about the relative status of Shen family in Jiangcheng, 

you can't afford Yu designer's clothes. 

 

After their words, Shen Qi'er's face suddenly changed. 

 

"Su Xiaowan, what are you talking about? Are you a lowlife going to be my aunt? My uncle died a long 

time ago 

 

"Yes, Qi Er's uncle had a car accident... So this person... Can't be Qi Er's uncle's illegitimate daughter?" 

Chapter 246 

Oh, my God 

 

"Who is she in the end? This time she won't come to the Shen family to recognize her ancestors. The 

eldest son of the Shen family inherited it. Shen Nanshan inherited such a large family property because 

his brother died. Now if the heirs come back, wouldn't all the members of the Shen family have to give 

up their talents?" 

 

As soon as the words came out, Shen Qi'er set up a look in the past, "munch on what tongue, how can a 

lower class deserve to have such expensive family blood of our Shen family." 

 

Shen Qi'er tried to calm down her resentment. When her uncle died, many people said that her father 

killed her brother for the sake of inheritors... They finally got a firm foothold in Jiangcheng. Now there 

are such gossips. Today her parents will come too. She doesn't want her father to be blocked. 

 

After all, she was disgusted to have a relationship with such a lower class. 

 

"Su Xiaowan, do you know if you have any relationship with us? I have the right to pursue your criminal 

responsibility." 

 

Su Xiaowan is magnanimous, but after listening to these gossip, he thinks that Sister Feng Yan was 

imprisoned by them. Is that true? 

 

"Shen Qi'er, Feng Yan is your uncle. Am I not your aunt? I'm telling the truth! How can I be regarded as 

having a relationship with you? " 



 

"Who said Feng Yan was my uncle?" 

 

"Speaking of it, the young lady of Feng's family had an engagement with master Shen in the early years. 

According to the truth, Qi'er, Feng Yan is really your uncle --!" One of the women interrupted. 

 

Hearing the speech, Shen Qi'er was so angry that her beautiful face became ferocious. 

 

The woman's face turns green and white, but Su Xiaowan is always cold. "I always think it's not a 

glorious thing to be a junior. Today, I just want to tell you something against ethics. Just think about it 

for yourself. Our family Fengyan doesn't participate in it." 

 

"Su Xiaowan, you challenge me --" Then Shen Qi'er grabs the red wine on one side and pours it on Su 

Xiaowan. 

 

But Cheng Weiwei held her wrist. "Miss Shen doesn't remember what the young master told her! You 

can't touch our grandmother. " 

 

Cheng Weiwei's hand strength is very strong, and the wine cup fell directly from her hand. Shen Qi'er 

was shocked, "ah, someone --!" 

 

A few people standing there, watching the scene. 

 

"What's the origin of this woman --!" 

 

"Looks like a bodyguard!" 

 

Su Xiaowan looks at Shen Qi'er at the other end, takes a glass of red wine from the table and splashes it 

on her face in front of everyone. 

 

"My mother, how handsome!" 

 

"Su Xiaowan --!" 

 

"Miss Shen, I'm here today. Feng Yan is my man. No matter what you think, he will only be mine. 

Besides, don't send me some messy messages. I'm brave and I won't be afraid. If you dare to challenge 

me, my man will not let you go." 

 

Shen Qi'er was so angry that her hair was full of red wine juice. How embarrassed she was to be, "Su 

Xiaowan, you can't get out of here!" 

 

"Security guard, throw people out of my room. Don't let her get in my way. 

 

…… 



 

All of a sudden, there was a commotion at the door. They followed the footsteps and looked at it. 

 

It's Shen Qi'er's parents. The elegant man is wearing a well cut suit. The perfect facial features look 

noble and indifferent, and the eyes have a deep and imperceptible taste. 

 

And the woman beside him, black stiletto heels, a suit of gorgeous, black long hair in the light, flowing 

brilliant light, covered half of her cheek, delicate and noble. 

 

"Dad, you're going to decide for me. She spilled all my red wine." 

 

Shen Qi'er was splashed with red wine, and the red mark on the white evening dress was very obvious. 

Seeing the man at the moment was like seeing the Savior, and she almost jumped into her arms. 

 

At the moment, it's like when children fight against their parents. 

 

The man's Mou son is quite cold, light swept one eye Su Xiaowan, random not slow ground openings, 

"what are you doing?" 

 

"Dad, I kindly invited her to the charity dinner, but she didn't know what to do. Seeing that I was more 

beautiful than her, she spilled all my red wine." 

 

The words, a strong smear on her. 

 

All of a sudden, Su Xiaowan became the person that thousands of people pointed out. 

 

"Miss Shen, if you were cared by young master Feng, I think you have forgotten!" Cheng Weiwei took 

the opportunity to put in a word. 

 

That young master is naturally Feng Yan, a few people present know clearly. 

 

The woman listened to Feng Yan, smile, eyes fell on the woman, had heard that this letter Yan married a 

woman, estimated to be in front of this, "all stand here to do what, quickly help miss to change clothes." 

 

"Yes, ma'am." 

 

Shen Qi'er is angry again. Her mother helps Su Xiaowan. 

 

"It's all like this, and it's funny to stand here!" 

 

"I..." 

 

Shen Qi'er looks at his father's face and can only leave at last. 

 



The woman walked slowly and looked at Su Xiaowan with a smile. 

 

"My Cherie has been like this since she was a child, miss. If there's something wrong with her, I'll 

apologize to you for her. The dinner will start soon. Do you want to sit down with me and watch it for a 

while?" 

 

The tone and amiable, can not hear the intention of the words, but she knows, this person will not be a 

good person. 

 

Some people's faces are very uncomfortable, and their eyes are full of calculation. 

 

This woman is, occupy the face of all the bad points. 

 

Triangle eyes, broken eyebrows! 

 

But now if she refuses, others will think that she is putting on high airs. 

 

So many people, even if they want to vent their anger on Shen Qi'er, they probably won't be so obvious. 

 

Su Xiaowan followed the lady to the auction hall, where most of the people had already sat down. 

 

Every one is rich or expensive. The wristwatches on the wrist look like millions. 

 

She had never seen such a scene. 

 

Su Xiaowan is just a student who just came out of the campus. She married Feng Yan by mistake and just 

stayed with him. Although Feng Yan is rich, he is very low-key. Unlike these people here, he just put on 

airs in the name of charity. 

 

As soon as she appeared, because she was following Mrs. Shen, the eyes of those people gathered 

around her. 

 

Look a little. 

 

"Isn't that just..." 

 

As soon as the woman opened her mouth, she was winked by the man around her. 

 

"I knew she was Miss Shen's aunt. I should have flattered more just now." 

 

"... after the meeting is over, I have to ask her for the number..." 

 

"... I think she looks arrogant, and I guess she won't talk to us." 

 



Su Xiaowan frowned and saw Mrs. Shen leading her to the first row. 

 

"Please." 

 

All of us are seated, only one is missing Mrs. Shen and Su Xiaowan. 

 

If Su Xiaowan doesn't sit down, the charity dinner can't start. All the people present are dignitaries. 

 

By then, she would have offended everyone. 

 

But if Su Xiaowan goes on, it means that she is coming to auction today, but she is not ready for money. 

 

It seems that Mrs. Shen is trying to embarrass her. 

 

Looking sideways, Shen Qi'er at the other end smiles with pride. 

 

She can't stand their bullying. 

 

All of a sudden, he sat down. 

 

She didn't know she didn't dare to sit! 

 

She's going to sit. 

 

Soon, the hostess was on the stage. 

 

"Our charity dinner is about to start. Thank you for your presence and the Shen group for hosting this 

time..." 

 

Host said a few rules, although it is bidding, but it is random, the seats here are marked with numbers. 

 

If the work you push is in line with your seat number, you have to increase the price. If others bid up the 

price at will, that is, the unlucky person at the end of the day, you have to take all the orders 

 

"Next, we will show our first exhibit, the statue of Avalokitesvara. The starting price is 10 million." 

 

Ten million? 

 

She didn't sell her so much. She looked up at the statue of Avalokitesvara, and the number was written 

on the table below. 

 

5。 

 

And her seat number is five. 



 

She finally understood, Shen Qi Er's smile. 

 

It turns out that they are all good at it. 

 

Shen Qi'er cheerfully called, "20 million." 

 

Mrs. Shen, sitting next to Shen Qi'er, raised a sign, "30 million." 

 

"35 million!" 

 

"40 million." 

 

“……” 

 

“……” 

 

"70 million!" Shen Qi'er finally called one. 

 

So, no one was shouting. The hostess looked at the hammer in her hand, "70 million, the first time!" 

 

"70 million second time!" 

 

"70 million for the third time." 

 

No one bid, the hostess looked at the number on the table, "the lady of table five, you can bid!" 

 

70 million! 

 

"Miss." Mrs. Shen looked at her, "it's all good deeds. It's hard for you not to pay. I can lend it to you." 

 

Borrow? 

 

It's a shame to borrow money from her! 

 

But she can't do it. 

 

70 million, one million at a time. 

 

So she's going to pay at least 71 million. 

 

"Su Xiaowan, don't you have no money at all? It seems that the identity of this wife is just a cover, which 

is very empty! " 

 



"One hundred million!" 

 

It was a resounding sound. 

 

And then all the people looked that way. 

 

The man was wearing a suit, shining shoes on the ground, steady pace, step by step. 

 

Su Xiaowan looked back and saw that it was Fengyi. 

 

"Our husband used a hundred million to take this Songzi Guanyin and give it to the lady." 

 

The whole audience sighed. 

 

A hundred million people were curious about the identity of men. 

 

But how can not recognize who this person is in the end, when Jiangcheng has such an identity man. 

 

The person in charge of the charity dinner presented the statue of Avalokitesvara to Su Xiaowan. 

 

Su Xiaowan holds the statue of Avalokitesvara. He always feels strange. 

 

Shen Qi'er angrily looks at Su Xiaowan's smile at the corner of her mouth. What kind of good life does 

she have that can make Feng Yan treat her so well. 

 

Originally, I wanted to teach her a lesson, but it was I who couldn't get down. 

 

"Little grandma, sir is waiting for you in the car." 

 

"Here..." 

 

"Go ahead. I'll be your agent for the next exhibits." 

 

What else do you want? 

 

Su Xiaowan looked at the people standing at the two ends and approached Fengyi, "Fengyi, don't be 

impulsive and shoot blindly. Just now that one hundred million is too much, you can add one million 

each time. Whose money comes from strong winds? If you want to do good deeds, you don't need to do 

it in this way. " 

 

"Yes, young granny." 

 

Su Xiaowan left the meeting hall with the guanyinxiang, but when the city was sealed, several people 

around him were stunned. 



 

Fengyi is the red man around Fengyan. 

 

Shen Nanshan looks at the man at that end and takes a look at Shen Qi'er. Shen Qi'er pouts her mouth 

and is very upset. 

 

Sitting in the car, Su Xiaowan saw Feng Yan at the other end, "Feng Yan, how did you come to pick me 

up? Are you worried about being bullied by them? " 

 

"Here, I got this!" 

 

The statue of Avalokitesvara. 

 

"So you want to have a baby for me?" 

Chapter 247 

The man's careless mouth. 

 

Su Xiaowan coagulates her eyes. The light at night is so dazzling that it makes people feel as if they are 

separated from each other. She looks at the Songzi Guanyin in her arms. 

 

Now, it's really unclear. 

 

"It's not... It's..." 

 

Her voice did not finish, suddenly Feng Yan bent down, his face closer and closer, closer and closer. 

 

The orange light softened Feng Yan's cheek and made it unreal. When she bent down, it blocked the 

light on her face and cast a shadow. 

 

Su Xiaowan quickly covered her mouth. The almond eyes were big and round. However, the man's hand 

fell on her hair and touched her hair. 

 

"What are you going to do with me?" 

 

"... no... No." 

 

The last sentence is how all can't hold out, below, Su Xiaowan coyly holding that send son 

Avalokitesvara, really how to explain all can't explain clearly. 

 

But, sitting in the car, Su Xiaowan thought of the words of those people just now, Feng Yan's sister, the 

young master of the Shen family... Su Xiaowan thought that tonight, it must be the coldest, there is no 

temperature at all. 

 



She still doesn't like this city, even if there is Fengyan here... But she doesn't want to leave Fengyan. 

 

It is said that people will do anything impossible for the sake of the people they like. 

 

She thought, she stay here, stay here with him... All her life. 

 

People like a person, all the time in the first impression will think of her, in her heart, Feng Yan occupied 

completely, think of here, her face is slightly red. 

 

Su Xiaowan lowered the window and looked out, hoping to wake up with the wind outside. 

 

The car stopped at a traffic light. 

 

Stop at an intersection, suddenly in front of the car also stopped, a sharp line of vision tightly fixed on 

her body, Su Xiaowan doubt eyes. 

 

But the man pressed on the window, the window is very dark, dark model, can only vaguely see the 

person inside, can not see the person's appearance, only feel that pair of eyes seems to have been 

watching her. 

 

Su Xiaowan's inexplicable heart suddenly, thinking of the SMS on her mobile phone, she wants to look at 

it carefully, but the car suddenly drove away. 

 

"Su Xiaowan, how dare you look at other wild men in front of me?" The man broke off her white face 

with a deep voice. 

 

Wild man? 

 

"Feng Yan, I don't think you can see enough. How can you have leisure to see others?" 

 

"Sugar?" 

 

The man's face is close to her, as deep as a deep well. The next second, before she reacts, the soft lip is 

sealed. 

 

With hegemony. 

 

"How much longer do I have to endure?" The man's black eyes narrowed. 

 

Shinobi? 

 

Su Xiaowan's cheek suddenly turned red, "who makes you endure..." 

 

Su Xiaowan subconsciously went to see the Fengyi in front of him, approached the man's face and 



magnified it in front of him? Why don't you kiss me? " 

 

"Cough cough..." Su Xiaowan felt that when Feng Yan said this, she was stupid. She hung his neck and 

gave him a kiss on the face. "Let's choose a date and get a marriage certificate. If we don't get a 

marriage certificate, we won't give you a kiss." 

 

Feng Yan, "what did you say?" 

 

The next second, Su Xiaowan looked at the red copy and two marriage certificates in front of her. 

 

"When did you do it?" 

 

Don't you have to deal with marriage by yourself. 

 

She opened the book, and the days on it were three months ago, the days when her ID card was taken 

away by Lu Li. 

 

How did she forget that Feng Yan was Lu Li, so he took her ID card and wanted to get married? 

 

And, in the picture, it's the handsome face. 

 

"You can kiss now?" 

 

She pushed his lips, "not yet, you honest account, why do you want to cheat me?" 

 

The man leaned over and said, "how many women who want to be with me are scared away by my face, 

but you are different." 

 

This words, it sounds more or less changed what flavor, "... Are you in disguise I said stupid? Do you 

think I'm Su Xiaowan and I'm losing your face 

 

She opened her mouth sour. 

 

"I want to protect you." Su Qiqi was imprisoned for six months because she was still valuable. 

 

He is a dangerous person. The man who killed his brother has not been found yet. He can't let Su 

Xiaowan fall into danger. 

 

Su Xiaowan's eyes fixed on him, with doubt, "protect me? Is it dangerous to be with you? " 

 

"It's going to be dangerous. Would you like it?" 

 

"If I want to, I'll be on the boat too!" 

 



Her eyes fixed on him, leaned over, reached for his neck, "but Feng Yan, I'd like to." 

 

Smelling speech, Feng Yan stretched out his hand to pinch her face, "how so lovely." 

 

Su Xiaowan pursed her lips and looked at Feng Yan's face. She lay down on him, stretched out her hand, 

tore off the things on Feng Yan's face, took a look, and finally pasted, "forget it, it's still a little 

flattering." 

 

Feng Yan, "..." 

 

Originally, it was to avoid people's eyes and ears, but now, he has found his wife and doesn't want to 

wear a human skin mask. 

 

"I'm going to have sex with you, and I'm going to take this with me?" 

 

However, Su Xiaowan's face turned red again. Feng Yan seemed to be talking about today's weather 

without any shame. 

 

She clenched Xiaofen's fist and hung his chest tightly. "You're outside. Can you pay attention a little bit?" 

 

At the other end of the feudalism, the black clapboard had to be shaken up, and even the earplug had 

been put in the ear. 

 

If you are not polite, do not look at. 

 

Don't look at me if you are not polite. 

 

Feng Yi's eyebrows are tightly wrinkled, which makes her want to find a girlfriend to show. 

 

"Blushing? Are you going to have a baby for me? " 

 

"You said --!" The little fist hung down on him, but it wasn't strong enough, "... Feng Yan, from today on, 

let's start with love." 

 

Having children all the time, having children... Why does he always mention it? He's not ashamed. 

 

"Falling in love." The man slowly chewed the three words, "did you talk about it?" 

 

Su Xiaowan felt that the man holding her wrist was a little tight. In those years, she and Xia Chenyan did 

fall in love. Although they didn't get together, she was... Now, Feng Yan knows everything, so she 

doesn't want to hide it. 

 

Lying, actually very tired. 

 



"... therefore, if you treat me better than he treats me, you will be a qualified boyfriend..." 

 

"I'm your husband." 

 

Just a few words, Su Xiaowan's forehead suddenly fell a few black lines, suddenly she can't go on, 

looking at Feng Yan slightly raised face. 

 

"... are you proud?" 

 

"Why not?" The man asked. 

 

"..." Su Xiaowan wanted to give him a thumbs up, "anyway, if you don't promise to fall in love, I won't 

kiss you? You didn't say you like me, but you didn't say you love me. We may just have a good feeling for 

each other. It's a long way from their love... So I want to take my time. " 

 

Between them, always feel that the process is too fast, Su Xiaowan like the feelings of a long stream, 

accompany each other, warm life, so warm and comfortable. 

 

"Feng Yan." She pointed to the things on his face, "and, in the future, this can't be taken down, no 

matter when, especially in front of other women." 

 

For the first time, Feng Yan felt that his handsome face was questioned, but looking at her pouted lips, 

"this is full of sour taste." 

 

Su Xiaowan was slightly stunned. 

 

Don't want to admit, but the man suddenly imprison her waist, will her grace to his arms, "you are 

jealous for me, I am very happy." 

 

"... I'm not." She bit her lip. "Feng Yan, I just think that you are not far away from me. If you become Lu 

Li, I'm afraid..." 

 

I'm afraid she's too far away from him, because she's too weak. Shen Qi'er is right. Why should a door 

like this be opened for her, especially her 

 

Although it may be fake, it is true that at that time, only the mother, brother and her were in the 

environment. 

 

"I belong to you forever." 

 

Bent down, the man pressed her lips tightly, while kissing and biting, "how many times are you jealous?" 

 

She would like to retort, but the lip was stabilized by the man, struggling. 

 



Finally, all the way home, the car stopped, and Feng Yan didn't plan to let her go. 

 

"Feng Yan." 

 

"Don't you promise to fall in love and let me kiss you?" The man's lips slowly fell down, "let me kiss 

again." 

 

"I can't kiss again. You've bitten me on my neck several times." She took out her cell phone and looked 

at her body. What if she was seen. 

 

Tomorrow, she has to work. 

 

"I'm going to bite back!" Su Xiaowan cunning smile, toward his neck, a hard bite, and then fled the car. 

 

As soon as I got out of the car, I felt that my face was hot and dry. I felt that it was Fengyan. 

 

When she stayed with him, she felt that she had become... Colorful. 

 

…… 

 

Back to the manor, she covered up. She was carrying the statue of Avalokitesvara. She didn't know 

where to put it. She was embarrassed by the maid's eyes all the way, so she had to give it to Aunt Li. 

 

"You and the young master asked for this?" 

 

Inexplicably, I feel that Guanyin is very hot, "no... it's my convenience..." 

 

Aunt Li gave her a very clear look. Now she left with the statue of Avalokitesvara. Su Xiaowan twisted 

her eyebrows. How could she feel that she could not explain it clearly! 

 

Before long, her mobile phone vibrated and it was a strange number. 

 

That string of phone numbers, it seems particularly powerful roar, 888888, how many did not pay 

attention, she thought it was a fraud call, hung up. 

 

Approaching, the phone calls in again. 

 

"Xiao Wan, I'm mom." 

 

Mom 

 

It's Feng Yan's mother. 

 

I also know that she is Su Xiaowan 



 

Su Xiaowan was frightened. She shook her fingers for a moment and called out nervously, "Mom." 

 

"I heard that you went with a Yan to ask for the Avalokitesvara? It seems that you've heard what your 

mother told you last time. You're so sweet. It's not like a Yan in our family, who doesn't understand a 

girl's mind at all, just like the old man. " What the old lady wanted most was a close daughter. For so 

many years, her daughter didn't know where she had gone. In addition to the scarcity of people, Feng 

Yan was the only son left in her family. 

 

Therefore, we hope that Feng Yan will disperse as soon as possible. 

 

Su Xiaowan was embarrassed and ashamed. She listened to the old lady's words. She was thin skinned 

and blushed. "Mom, you... You..." 

 

Suddenly, a figure standing in front of his eyes, his mobile phone suddenly fell into the hands of the 

man, "Mom, I don't tell you, don't call her." 

 

"I can't say two words to my daughter-in-law. You're so mean. I haven't seen her for a long time. I miss 

her strangely. You ask her to answer the phone. I'll whisper to her. You're a man who is always gathering 

together with us. It's time for your father to say you again and give her the phone." 

 

"She's pregnant. She doesn't play with her mobile phone. If you want to have grandchildren, don't 

disturb us." 

Chapter 248 

Old lady, grandson! 

 

She is looking forward to her grandson day and night. Feng Yan is not close to women. People outside 

say that he likes men, which scares her. 

 

Until one day, Feng Yan went home and pointed to the girl above. He said that he would marry her. 

 

A few years ago, because of his eldest son, Feng Yan had a serious illness after he came back, so they 

quickly transferred him to a foreign hospital for treatment. Since then, Feng Yan has been in a foreign 

company, and that day, he just came back from abroad. 

 

"Mom, I'll hang up first." The voice came from the other end. 

 

The old lady just recovered. Now it's too late. During this time, when they are together, they 

immediately understand, "ah Yan, don't be angry. Your mother won't fight in the future. You... You 

should pay attention at night. It's too urgent..." 

 

Su Xiaowan stood there and wanted to fight. When did he say he was going to be pregnant. 

 



The man hung up the phone, slender fingers touched her earlobe, hot fierce, "shy?" 

 

His breath is very heavy, sweeping Su Xiaowan's cheek, full of hot, "who wants to be pregnant with Bei, 

Feng Yan, you don't want to face!" 

 

She turned and ran away. 

 

See her quick escape of the back, the man narrowed his eyes, deep eyes with a smile. 

 

All of a sudden, Fengyi came up, two people entered the study. 

 

Feng Yi's eyes looked at the traces in his neck and thought about how to open his mouth. 

 

"What are you looking at?" 

 

As soon as the man's eyes were lifted, Fengyi immediately looked away, "young master, are you in a 

good mood today?" 

 

"Well, you don't know?" 

 

In the car just now, Fengyi was also there. 

 

"Young master, I dare not eavesdrop. I have earplugs in my hands! Not a word. " 

 

In order to prevent Feng Yan from losing his temper, he took out an earplug from his ear. 

 

"Look, young master, I didn't cheat you!" 

 

But at the thought of Feng Yan's injury, "young master, how's your ear recently?" 

 

"It's all right." 

 

It's OK. He obviously doesn't believe it. 

 

Because he saw that the invisible hearing aid in Fengyan's ear was still there, but he said... It's OK. 

 

What else did he say now, but he was ordered to leave. 

 

Feng Yan leaned there, and he suddenly thought of the first day after returning home. 

 

All the reunion after a long separation is premeditated. 

 

He rubbed his sour head and felt as if he had been separated from the rest of the world. 

 



…… 

 

Su Xiaowan returned to the room, the heat on her face could not be dissipated. 

 

Feng Yan's body has the charm of attracting countless women. There is a kind of male hormone breath 

in her every move. She can't hide it at all and bumps into it. 

 

She retracted into the quilt, and her little face went deep into the pillow. I don't know why, but he was 

all in her head. 

 

I'm really held fast by Feng Yan. 

 

She made a phone call to Xiyan. 

 

Xiyan's voice is strange. Su Xiaowan has been with her for many years, and suddenly he can hear it out, 

"Xiyan, what's the matter with you?" 

 

Xia Xiyan thinks of Su Xiaowan's younger brother. She wants to open her mouth, but looking at the man 

who appears, "Xiaowan, have you ever thought that you would like him all the time“ 

 

Always like a person. 

 

"If I like him, I will like him all my life." 

 

Like, is to a lifetime. 

 

"Xiyan, do you have someone you like?" 

 

"No 

 

Su Xiaowan squinted, "if you like others, you must take good care of them. In your life, the rate of 

meeting people you like is very low." 

 

"What does it look like to like someone?" 

 

"Probably, he likes everything, just like Feng Yan. In fact, I hate Lu Li, but because he is Feng Yan, I like 

him too." 

 

Like a person, how will not change... But like that, is mutual, rather than a single love. 

 

“……” 

 

“……” 

 



"Good night." 

 

Xia Xiyan looks at the quiet place and stares at the wedding ring on the table, thinking. 

 

When Lu Shimian came in, he looked down at the woman. 

 

"Why do you look at me like that?" 

 

Lu Shimian's eyes were too deep to see the bottom. When he looked at her, he felt like he was his prey. 

This feeling was only seen on the day when she was forced to kiss. 

 

"Summer sunset." The man's eyes are staring at her. The woman with wet hair is standing there. I don't 

know when to begin. Xia Xiyan, the three words, will have a pleasant feeling when they are whispering 

in her mouth. 

 

"Come here." 

 

Xia Xiyan's eyes meet him. He doesn't know his sudden action. He just feels that Lu Shimian is strange. 

 

A woman's skeleton is very small. Just like when she was a child, she didn't like to wear a nightgown. She 

only liked to wear wide pajamas. At that time, she pestered her mother to buy a whole cabinet of 

pajamas. 

 

So many years, now she is even more slender. 

 

"Master Lu shouldn't go to accompany the people who care about him now. What are you doing here?" 

 

Xia Xiyan's room is not big. As soon as the man appears, it's crowded. The man is close to her step by 

step. In fact, many things can't be avoided by her saying a few words. 

 

And she can't escape. 

 

"What are you doing? Don't come here. I'll call the police if you come again!" 

 

"Call the police? Tell me what? Rape? But you are my wife, our marriage is still legal! Mrs. Lu... " 

 

The clear taste, like a shadow. 

 

"My mother said that if I want to have a grandson, I'm 28 years old. I think I should have a son, too." 

 

"... many women give birth to you. If you want a son, you can let Shen Qi'er give birth to her. She is so 

eager to give birth to you!" 

 

"But I don't want any of them!" 



 

“……” 

 

Xia Xiyan doesn't know anything. On the contrary, she knows a lot. 

 

Especially the man's eyes. 

 

It's like eating her. 

 

"Tuanzi." Lu Shimian's nose sniffed the woman's hair. It was fragrant. He hugged her and his chin rested 

on her head. 

 

Tuanzi. 

 

That's Xia Xiyan's nickname. 

 

Lu Shimian doesn't know where he got it. Xia Xiyan was very fat when she was young, just like routuan 

Zi. At that time, big brother always liked to call her routuan. 

 

Later, Mommy began to call her that. 

 

But Lu Shimian never called her name like that. 

 

Tuanzi. 

 

Her eyes are a little moist. 

 

"How about our children being called Tuanzi in the future“ 

 

She suddenly thought of something, pushed him away, "Master Lu, we are in a divorce, I will not give 

you a child." 

 

She will never forget that on the night of her wedding, Lu Shimian was very drunk and called Shen Qier's 

name. 

 

Xia Xiyan is a person who is addicted to clean feelings. The person she likes must also like her. 

 

Perhaps, growing up, she and Lu Shimian grew up together, too familiar with each other, will also see 

the feeling of youth sprouting in him. 

 

"Second brother, I'm sleepy. I'm going to sleep." 

 

second elder brother. 

 



The sweet voice, people can not refuse. 

 

"Have you met Lu Fu today?" 

 

Xia Xiyan frowned, "I've seen you." 

 

Lu Fu, Lu Shimian and Xia Xiyan grew up together. 

 

"He's not a good thing. Stay away from him!" 

 

“……” 

 

Xia Xiyan muttered, "you are not a good thing." 

 

The man suddenly bent down and pressed her body. She couldn't move at once. She just listened to the 

slow voice, "I'm not a good thing, I know." 

Chapter 249 

 “……” 

 

"So be obedient. I'm not a good person." He stressed again 

 

Xia Xiyan doesn't bother to pay attention to him. After all, it's not good for her to argue with him. She 

wants to sleep, but she can't sleep. The damned man is pressing her, "go away!" 

 

He said, "Tuanzi, I miss our wedding night." 

 

Xia Xiyan wants to stretch her legs, but she is quickly pressed by the man. The man's eyes fall on her, "do 

you want to destroy your next life's happiness?" 

 

"... Lu Shimian, let me go." 

 

"I'll let you go when I call brother Shimian." The man threatened, eyes straight on her, tightly grasp all 

her emotions. 

 

"... psychosis." 

 

"Still like Lu“ The man's eyes stare at her, can't see any emotion. 

 

A long time ago, in order to let Lu Shimian stop pestering herself, she said that she likes her elder 

brother, who is so gentle and kind to her. 

 

Even if you listen to her, you will be good to her all the time 

 



But they were not sensible when they were young. 

 

Now she doesn't like it. 

 

"..." she looked at him. "I like it. It's none of your business." 

 

"You are my wife. If you want to like me, you can only like me. You can't like others." 

 

"... Lu Shimian, if you are ill, go to see a doctor." 

 

"Only you can cure me." 

 

“……” 

 

"Brother Shi Mian!" 

 

Xia Xiyan raised her eyes and glared at him, "you are really shameless!" 

 

The man frowned, strong arms around her waist, "I said, I'm not a good thing, Tuanzi, be good, or I can't 

help kissing you!" 

 

"Don't tell me, in recent years, you haven't opened a meat restaurant?" 

 

He had a look of desire and discontent. 

 

Aware of the man's eyes, Xia Xiyan chose not to look at her. 

 

The handsome face of a man becomes tense. In recent years, there is no woman around him. Even he 

suspects that he is not interested in women. 

 

No matter how the women dress, they can't seduce his desire at all. 

 

He felt that his body had changed because of the summer sunset. 

 

It's like she's in control. 

 

"I'm not right, am I?" 

 

"Shut up, if you want to be done by me, you can continue to say --!" 

 

It seems that in recent years, he really did not find another woman. 

 

Lu Shimian is a man of face. 

 



A long time ago, I heard the maid say that Lu Shimian didn't know the love between men and women 

when he was a teenager. 

 

He is a pure man. 

 

But at that time, he kissed her. Xia Xiyan didn't think he was a pure man. 

 

What's more, he likes kissing, especially every time he kisses, he will stick his tongue 

 

"What kind of quilt have you covered for such a long time? There is no temperature at all." 

 

"If you want to get rid of it, you can go out. More women warm your bed for you --!" 

 

"Tuanzi, are you short of work?" 

 

“……” 

 

The man's arms tightly embrace her, thick skinned. 

 

"You hold me, I can't sleep at all. Master Lu, how long are you going to hold me?" 

 

He was hot and uncomfortable holding her. 

 

Besides, Xia Xiyan is used to sleeping alone. Suddenly there are two people lying together. She can't 

sleep at all. 

 

The man pulled out his arm and got out of bed first. 

 

You can't hold your wife. What's he doing with his wife? 

 

As soon as his temper came up, he directly kicked over the chair beside his feet. Xia Xiyan's bedroom is 

very small, but it is also a sparrow. Although it is small, it has all five internal organs. 

 

The chair was kicked over in a flash. 

 

"Don't you just lose your temper when you don't want to hold me? People like you have the potential 

for domestic violence -- " 

 

The man snorted coldly and walked into the bathroom. 

 

Su Xiaowan moved her back and wanted to get up. 

 

But all of a sudden, she felt convulsed. 

 



Her brow was frozen in pain. 

 

I have a pain in my lower abdomen. 

 

It's coming. 

 

Xia Xiyan's menstrual period is not very accurate. The sudden menstrual visit makes her dizzy. 

 

She'll have a stomachache when she comes. 

 

She nests there, "Lu Shimian..." 

 

When Lu Shimian came out, he looked at the woman on the bed. 

 

"What's the matter?" 

 

"I'm here. I have a stomachache --!" 

 

Lu Shimian opened the quilt, looked at the white hand covering his stomach, attached, "is this better?" 

 

His face changed as soon as he said he had a stomachache. 

 

"Well." 

 

Two thin legs long stacked together, there is blood from the thigh root flow down. 

 

"You help me get a pair of clean underwear. It's under the drawer. The tampons are in the bathroom." 

 

When people are vulnerable, they don't know what they want to do. Everything is out of instinct. 

 

All of a sudden, even the annoying people have become not annoying. 

 

When she was a teenager, Xia Xiyan came to menarche for the first time. It was Lu Shimian who met 

her. 

 

At that time, Lu Shimian stood there, looking at the girl who was bullied by himself squatting on the 

ground. 

 

Cover your stomach to death. 

 

For a moment, how many years have passed. 

 

He saw her go from girl to woman. 

 



The man quickly regained his mind and found something and underwear from the bathroom. "Can I help 

you?" 

 

"No." 

 

"It's not like I haven't seen..." 

 

"... can you stop being so obscene at such a time --" 

 

"It's dirty to change your underwear?" 

 

“……” 

 

Xia Xiyan lies on the bed and takes away the things in his hand. 

 

"Don't peek!" 

 

Looking at her, the man took a basin of hot water from the bathroom and wiped her legs. 

 

"Are you better?" 

 

White teeth tightly bite the lip, "don't wipe, I'm wet." 

 

The man threw the towel into the basin and gave her a dry towel to wipe. 

 

"You sleep for a while, I'm here." 

 

He pulled the quilt high for her and covered it tightly. 

 

The girl stared at her like an enemy. 

 

"You're all like this. I don't like to fight with blood --!" 

 

"You..." 

 

Xia Xiyan lies in the quilt and closes her eyes powerlessly. 

 

She felt cold in the quilt. 

 

In a daze, a hot thing seemed to stick to her, so comfortable 

 

I want to get closer and warm step by step. 

 

In the room. 



 

Lu Shimian faces the starry sky outside the window. 

 

All of a sudden, he had a feeling of Feng Yan. 

 

You can only watch, not eat. 

 

I don't know how Feng Yan held back. 

 

After all, it was the woman I loved. 

 

"Tuanzi, can't we do well?" 

 

But the woman didn't respond at all. 

 

"My mother miss you very much, and I miss you very much... I'm sorry!" 

 

…… 

 

The next day, Su Xiaowan went to the company. When she entered the company, she always felt that 

there was a pair of eyes staring at her tightly behind her, and her mobile phone suddenly vibrated. 

Chapter 250 

"I'll take you to hell --!" 

 

Such mischievous SMS still emerge in endlessly. 

 

Su Xiaowan has changed her mobile phone number, but the person at the other end seems to be able to 

call easily, as if all her things are printed in the person's line of sight. 

 

She dialed the phone in the past, but it turned out that the other end was empty. 

 

She angrily turned off her mobile phone directly, and her good mood was completely destroyed. 

 

Interior design is not as fast as other designs. We need to measure the room, see the site and draw. So 

it's the last step for her. Although there are basically specialists to measure the room, see the site and 

take all-round photos for her, sometimes it's the most accurate to see it face to face. 

 

A while ago, I received a list from a large group. It's a real estate with a large scale, including villas and 

commercial suites. 

 

They have three villas in their hands, and they need to hand over the first drawing within a week, 

because the contract has been drafted by the legal department, just waiting for the customer's 

confirmation. 



 

Three villas are comparable to several apartments. 

 

The whole is not easy to draw. 

 

Su Xiaowan is biting the nib of his pen. At the moment, his brow is locked. If only Feng yanzai were 

there. I'm sure these things are all right. 

 

"Darling, are you sick? One day, my brows are tightening? " 

 

"Brother Chen, I'm ok. I guess I didn't sleep well yesterday. I was a little sleepy." 

 

"Oh, I see, but young people should be moderate." All of a sudden, brother Chen stares at her. 

 

“……” 

 

At noon, taking advantage of no one, Su Xiaowan secretly goes to the president's office and knocks on 

the door. As a result, no one answers. She pushes the door in. Now Feng Yan is facing her. She listens to 

Feng Yan on the phone and doesn't dare to disturb her. In fact, she just wants to make sure. 

 

"Do it yourself." 

 

Hung up the phone and turned around, looking at the furtive man who closed the door there, "miss 

me?" 

 

"... who miss you, you are shameless." 

 

Su Xiaowan's face was flushed. She looked at the man at that end, with delicate facial features and eyes 

that people couldn't move away. "Didn't she say that she would wear that human skin mask in the 

future? Feng Yan, you lied to me again? " 

 

"... you like that. I'll show you at home. Now, come to dinner with me first." 

 

Her hand was held up. 

 

"Wait a minute“ 

 

When she came to the door, Su Xiaowan stopped and thought of her intention. But it seems that it's 

lunchtime now. It's time to talk about work at work and work in private. Especially the two of them, they 

always feel that something is wrong. 

 

"You let go first." 

 

"Didn't you say you wanted to fall in love first?" 



 

The man stares at her, a little resentful, and now he doesn't even give her a hand. 

 

Su Xiaowan explained, "how can you hold hands so quickly when you fall in love? Feng Yan, you haven't 

been in love, have you?" 

 

“……” 

 

"Don't be angry. Don't be angry. I don't mean to make fun of you. I like that you haven't been in love." 

Su Xiaowan thinks that Feng Yan talked in her dreams when she was drunk, but she also asked Aunt Li 

that Feng Yan had never talked about his girlfriend before. "Besides, I'm a married woman now. If 

someone sees me going out with you hand in hand, others won't think of me..." 

 

"What do you think you are?" 

 

"I think I'm... All day and all night. I don't know what to do. Even the president seduces me." 

 

"... not really?" 

 

"No Su Xiaowan opened the door, and then the thief looked out the door. "I'll go downstairs first, and I'll 

see you in the parking lot later." 

 

"Wait a minute!" 

 

Su Xiaowan stopped and looked back, "what are you doing? They are going to eat well and go upstairs 

soon. If they see it, they can't explain it clearly any more." 

 

"It's a shame to stand with me?" 

 

"Feng Yan, here you are Lu Li, the man I married, but Feng Yan --" 

 

Feng Yan naturally has his own concerns. At first, he didn't show his identity. Naturally, he wanted to 

protect her. Now she is in his own hands, and he can protect him in all directions. 

 

You know, that big brother is covetous for Feng Group. 

 

He doesn't want Su Xiaowan to be in any danger. 

 

"Without the key, where are you going to stand?" 

 

"Oh, the key!" 

 

When the key to the Rolls Royce was thrown into her hand, Su Xiaowan immediately ran out. Looking at 

his furtive appearance, Feng Yan couldn't help laughing. 



 

I don't know how. I feel like I'm having an affair. 

 

…… 

 

A plate of shrimp is on the table, and several dishes are ordered by Feng Yan. Su Xiaowan has no 

appetite, but she orders a pot of shrimp. 

 

Su Xiaowan is just about to attack the shrimp, but suddenly she looks at the shelled shrimp and throws it 

into her bowl. 

 

Su Xiaowan was stunned for a moment, and looked at Feng Yan at the other end. His slender fingers 

were peeling the prawns in his hands, but the very ordinary prawns were in his hands and turned into a 

work of art. 

 

Feng Yan, peel her shrimp. 

 

This treatment, how so good. 

 

But... Feng Yan is obviously not of high Eq. 

 

"Not yet?" 

 

A shrimp was thrown into a bowl. Su Xiaowan looked at him and took the shrimp out of the bowl with a 

plastic bag in his hand. "Husband, you eat it!" 

 

The man's eyes slightly light lift, that husband let his heart slightly Zheng for a while, Su Xiaowan never 

called her husband, or more intimate words, he always like to call her, Feng Yan, Feng Yan... This name, 

it seems that others do not dare to call. 

 

The man suddenly put his head together and sucked her hand. His eyes were so... That she almost gave 

up. 

 

Feng Yan always has the capital to seduce her. 

 

"Feng Yan, how can you be so good? Many men are male chauvinist. It's better for them to be served 

shrimp and rice by women“ 

 

She has seen Shen Yin. Every time she has a meal, she sets up the dishes for Su Zheng. If he doesn't go 

home, he won't move his chopsticks. 

 

In real society, there are many such cases. 

 

But Su Xiaowan didn't like it. There should be equality between the two people. He didn't say high or 



low. Everyone is happy to live together, not to marry a wife and be a servant for himself. 

 

In that case, it's better to marry a maid. 

 

"Calling husband, I'll feed you." 

 

"... Feng Yan, you take advantage of me again. As a boyfriend, you should feed my girlfriend. This is my 

boyfriend's duty." 

 

With that, she reflected that she was killed by Feng Yan. She picked up the chopsticks and wanted to 

eat, but Feng Yan robbed them. 

 

"Come here." 

 

"Why." 

 

"Feed me." 

 

“……” 

 

Suddenly, the door was opened and a man came from outside. It was Lu Shimian. When Lu looked at 

her, his eyes were still a little more hostile. 

 

I don't know what offended him. 

 

Feng Yan's bowl and chopsticks have not been put down yet. At the moment, he is feeding Su Xiaowan 

with a spoon. Originally, the affair between the two people is just flirting, but it's always strange that 

there is one more person. 

 

"Open your mouth." He did not seem to have the slightest taboo, feeding him there. 

 

"..." Su Xiaowan, under the gaze of Lu Shimian, opened her mouth and ate the meal. At last, she took the 

chopsticks from Feng Yan's hand. "I'll eat them myself." 

 

"Feng Yan, why don't I know you still have the habit of feeding women?" 

 

"If you are a woman, I can peel it for you." 

 

“……” 

 

Lu Shimian looked at the man who was not prepared to pay attention to him. He looked down at the 

woman. She had a small body and ate a lot. 

 

However, why is his family Xia Xiyan so disobedient. 



 

If he is obedient, he will feed her. 

 

Thinking of Xia Xiyan, Lu Shimian's eyebrows wrinkled. Su Xiaowan always felt that Lu Shimian's eyes 

kept falling on her. He didn't dare to say anything and ate his own food. 

 

However, it seems that the way he looks at himself is more and more strange. 

 

"Feng Yan, Chen Yan..." 

 

"I don't want to hear that name. You know, I'm always impulsive." 

 

Su Xiaowan has been eating something all the time. On the way, she went to the bathroom. 

 

"... is it too much about Mrs. Xia?" 

 

"... when did you start to intercede?" 

 

"... I'm not... Forget it." 

 

When Su Xiaowan pushed the door in, they would shut up again, but their eyes fixed on her, especially 

Lu Shimian. It seemed strange, which made her feel even more strange. 

 

After a meal, Su Xiaowan didn't know whether they had eaten it or not. Anyway, she was about to die of 

bloating and didn't feel like eating at night. 

 

After dinner, Su Xiaowan got into Feng Yan's car, but Lu Shimian didn't follow him. 

 

"Feng Yan, does Master Lu really like you?" 

 

Like it? 

 

"Do you remind me all the time to prove my sexuality?" All of a sudden, the man came over and bit her 

on the lip. 

 

Su Xiaowan was blinded by the powerful kiss. Before the whole person could react, Feng Yan pressed 

himself. 

 

"That..." 

 

"That's not what I mean." 

 

"What do you mean?" 

 



"He doesn't like you, does he like me?" When the man heard this, he bit her white neck. 

 

"Feng Yan, why do you... Bite me?" 

 

When Su Xiaowan's neck hurts, Feng Yan bites her. 

 

I like biting so much. 

 

"Wake you up." 

 

Su Xiaowan frowned and began to speak suspiciously, "... I just think the way he looked at me was very 

strange, like I accidentally robbed her of something." 

 

Feng Yangang wants to talk about Xia Xiyan, but because it's someone else's business, he's not the party. 

It's not up to him to talk about it. 

 

"Are you still staring at other men in front of me?" The man lowered his head and caught her by the 

mouth. 

 

"... that's..." 

 

"Do you like his one?" 

 

"Bah, bah, bah, bah, bah, I don't like Huaxin radish. I hate Huaxin radish most in my life." 

 

Lu Shimian can't do it. She doesn't like it. In order to avoid being punished by Fengyan, Su Xiaowan grabs 

him by the wrist without hesitation. "How do you look? It's all good and special." 

 


